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Let G be a semisimple algebraic group scheme. defined and split over the 
prime subfield of an algebraically closed field k of characteristic P > 0. if 
F: G + G is the Frobenius morphism, and T is a maximal split torus in G, 
then TG,. is the inverse image of T under F’. Thus TG’, is a non-reduced 
subgroup scheme of G. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of Gz containing 7. 
whose opposite B” determines the positive system of roots in the root 
system of G relative to T. Let TB, = B xc; TG, = B n TG,, the scheme 
theoretic intersection of B with 7-G‘,. 
It is well known [J2, Sect. 3.1 that injective ‘TG,-mod&s have filtrations 
whose factors have the form Ind”G, TB,(j.) for suitab!e weights i. of 7. 
Moreover, the reciprocity theorem [J2, Sect. 3, Sate 3.81 shows that if 
L,(O) is the rational irreducible TG,-module of high weight 8 (for TBF). 
and Q,(O) is its injcctive hull, then for two weights i, v, the multiplicity of 
IridE;( as a factor of Q,(p), coincides with the multiplicity of L,(p) as 
a composition factor in lnd$;(i,). At the same time, if i is generic relative 
to an alcove in the sense defined in [CPS 1, Appendix A] the multiplicities 
of L,(p) in Tndyi;(/I) coincide with the multiplicities [IndE(/i): L(p)]. 
where L.(/f) denotes the rational irreducible G-module of high weight /i 
relative to B”. Thus, in the generic case, one can translate the problem of 
computing multiplicities of irreducibles in Indg(/l) to 2 question about the 
structure of rational injectivc TG,-modules. 
We begin, here, a study of the structure of rational injectivc 7%,-modules 
from the point of view of the parabolic subgroup schemes of 7’G,. In this, 
we proceed by analogy with the early work [H] of Harish-Chandra, [ Sp] 
of Springer, and with the more recent work [RS] of Ronan and Smith. 
If P is a parabolic subgroup scheme of G, containing T. let TP, = 
P xc; TG, = P n TG,. Then TP, has a Levi factorization: TP, = TL, x lip,, 
where C:,,, denotes the unipotcnt radical of TP,, and TL, its Levi factor 
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Let PO be the parabolic subgroup scheme of G opposite to P, and write a 
similar decomposition for TPF, TPF = TL, x Uo,. 
There are two naturally defined lifting functors from the category of 
rational TL,-modules to the category of rational TG,-modules. The first, 
A=A$ is the composition of inflation to TP,, InfF$ with induction 
from TP, to TG,; the second, A’, is the analogue defined using TPZ in 
place of TP,. The main theorem in this paper (6.6) has the following trans- 
fer isomorphism as a consequence: if M, N are two rational TL,-modules 
in the same block, then for each y1> 0, there are natural isomorphisms 
If il is a weight of T, it is easy to see that the lift, n Fp(Indz, ,,,(A)) of 
an induced module is induced: A gz;(Ind$, &a)) N Ind g(n). Thus when 
A and q are linked via the affine Weyl group associated with the Levi factor 
TL,, their extensions can be computed on TL,. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we give the definition of Z-generated and 
Z-cogenerated modules, where Z is a certain set of weights. These results 
are technical and the reader may omit them or skip this section until it is 
first used in Section 3. 
In Section 3, we study the restriction of induced modules to various 
parabolic and Levi subgroup schemes. A reasonable decomposition for 
restriction to a Levi factor is obtained in (3.7). 
In Section 4, we study the lifting functor. One consequence is that any 
rational injective TP,-module can be extended to a TG,-module, uniquely 
up to isomorphism in case the module is indecomposable. Another is that 
a rational TG,-module V is injective on TPZ if and only if it has a filtration 
whose factors have the form n(Q), where Q is a rational indecomposable 
injective TL,-module. ‘This result generalizes slightly a result of Jantzen 
[J2, Section 31 where TP, = TB, and Q = i is an injective TL, = T-module. 
Since a rational injective TG,-module is injective on restriction to a sub- 
group scheme H, the indecomposable injective TG,-modules all have such 
filtrations. The transfer theorem (6.6) mentioned above shows that the 
structure of the lift ,4(Q), relative to its induced module factors, is essentially 
determined by the structure of Q relative to its induced (from TL, A TB, to 
TL,) module factors. One can, of course, consider the category of rational 
TG,-modules V whose restrictions to a class $? of parabolics are injective. In 
this connection, the class of minimal parabolics is particularly interesting. 
In Section 5, we prove the analogue of the Smith theorem [Sm] (see also 
the related work of Dipper [Di]) for irreducible TG,-modules, and in 
(5.2.3) obtain further information about the restriction of an irreducible 
TG,-module to a Levi factor. 
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In Section 7, we study the relationship between Jantzen’s translation 
functors, as defined for Levi factors, and the lifting functors. Suitably 
defined, the upshot is that under certain conditions, “‘lifting comm~te§ with 
translation.” 
1. NOTATION 
Let G be a simply connected, semisimple algebraic group d 
split over the prime subfield k, of an algebraically closed field k 
















fixed maximal split torus of G; 
root system of T in 6; 
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positive roots; 
half sum of the positive roots; 
opposition involution on X: A.* = -w,(A); 
longest word in W; 
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Bore1 subgroup associated with C-; 
some fixed Bore1 subgr 
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Bore1 subgroup co 
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2. WEIGHT GENERATED MODULES 
If K is a group scheme over k, then Jz’~ denotes the category of rational 
K-modules. 
(2.1) Let L be the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup scheme P of G, 
and K a closed subgroup scheme of G such that Tc Kc L. Let Z be a set 
of weights in X stable under addition by elements of the root lattice, ZzIL, 
associated to L, and let M be a rational K-module. We say M is 
Z-generated relative to L (or simply Z-generated when the choice of L is 
understood) whenever all its T-weights lie in Z. The full subcategory of J& 
whose objects are the Z-generated rational K-modules is denoted JY~(Z, L) 
(or AK(Z) when the choice of L is understood). 
If M is a rational K-module, then the T-submodule M(Z), which is the 
sum of all T-weight spaces in M for weights [ in 2, is also a K-submodule 
of M. It is the unique maximal Z-generated submodule of M. Moreover, 
the assignment MI-+ M(Z) yields a functor 17,: kYK -+ AK(Z) which is the 
right adjoint of the inclusion functor AK(Z) + AK. 
If H is an arbitrary closed subgroup scheme of G containing T, 
let K=L,=LnH, U,=UnH, and UL=U’nH. If M is a rational 
H-module, then Mui (resp. MUi) denotes the largest submodule (resp. 
quotient module) of M on which U& acts trivially. 
(2.1.1) DEFINITION. A rational H-module M is Z-generated relative to L 
provided the K-module MtiH is Z-generated. We say M is Z-cogenerated 
relative to L if and only if the K-module Mu: is Z-generated. 
Observe that if Hc L, then K= H, and UO, = 1, hence the definition 
(2.1.1) coincides with the definition given in the first paragraph. 
We denote the category of Z-generated (resp. Z-cogenerated) rational 
H-modules relative to L by &&(Z, L) (resp. kk(Z, L)), or by AH(Z) 
(resp. AL(Z)) when L is understood. 
(2.2) The basic properties of weight generated modules are discussed in 
this paragraph. We use the notation of (2.1) here also. 
If z 1, . . . . Z, are mutually disjoint subsets of X, stable under addition by 
elements of ZZ’,, then for any rational K-module M, 
M u Zi =@M(Z,). 
( > 
(2.2.1) 
In particular, if Z’ is the complement of Z in X, then 
M=M(Z)@M(Z’). (2.2.2) 
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If Y is a second Zz’,-stable subset of X9 and N a second rational 
K-module, then clearly there is a natural inclusion 
M(Z) 0 N(Y) -+ (MO N)(Z + Y). (22.3) 
Now consider the general case of a closed subgroup scheme H 
containing T, with K = L C-I H. 
(2.2.4) LEMMA. The categories AH(Z) and AL(Z) or* Z-generated and 
Z-cogenerated rational H-modules relative to k are closed under direct sums. 
lf 
04 Y’4 v/-t V”40 
is an exact sequence of rational H-modules, and ly V is Z-generated, so is V”. 
If V is Z-cogenerated, so is V’. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the additivity of the fixed point 
functors ( ) “H and ( )U;. The second follows from the left exactness of t 
first functor and the right exactness of the second. 
(22.5) COROLLARY. If (Vj)jer is afamily of s~bmodules of a rationab 
H-modde V, then 
(i) if, for each j, V, is Z-generated relative to F, so is 
(ii) if for each j, V/Vi is Z-cogenerated relative to k;; so is V/ n Vj~ 
ProoJ: In case (i), cjVj is a quotient of @Vj; in case (ii), V/n Vj is a 
submodule of @ ( VW,). 
Now let E : AH(Z) 4 AH (rep E+ : AL(Z) 4 AAV) be the inchtsion 
functors. Corollary (2.2.5) has a further corollary: 
(2.2.6) COROLLARY. The functor 1 has a right adjoina; thefunctor lt has 
a kft adjoin t. 
ProoJ y (22.5) any rational H-module V has a unique maximal Z- 
generated submodule V(Z) and a unique maxi 
module V’(Z) relative to L. The assignment 
left adjoint of I+. 
7) hMMA. The functors IIT, and II; are additiv is left exact 
‘, is right exact. If H c L, the two functors co& d each is ar% 
exact functor. The fun&or 17, maps injective modules in A%!’ iazto injectkve 
objects in AH(Z). 
Proof Clear. 
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(22.8) COROLLARY. The category AH(Z) has enough injectives. 
ProoJ: If M is Z-generated, let Q be its rational injective hull. Then 
U,(Q) is an injective object in AH(Z) containing M. 
The last result in this section relates fl,, n&, and duality. 
(2.2.9) LEMMA. If V is a finite dimensional rational H-module, then there 
is an isomorphism 
(II&(v))* = Ii-,( v*). 
ProoJ The set Z is ZC,-stable iff the set -Z is. Suppose Q = V/N is a 
Z-cogenerated quotient of V. Then Quo” has all its weights in Z. Now we 
have a natural isomorphism 
hence the weights of Q$o, lie in -Z. It follows that the submodule 
JVl N Q* of V is ( - Z)-generated. Conversely, if S is a ( - Z)-generated 
submodule of V*, the quotient V/S1 is a Z-cogenerated quotient of V. This 
completes the proof. 
3. INDUCED MODULES FOR TG, 
In this and the next several sections, we analyze the structure of several 
classes of modules for TG,: induced, injective, and irreducible, from the 
point of view of its parabolic subgroup schemes. Let TP, c TP: c TP:’ be 
three parabolic subgroup schemes of TG,, and let TL, c TL: c TL:’ be 
their corresponding Levi factors. The first proposition is a corollary of 
[CPS 3, Theorem (4.1)]. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. There is a Mackey isomorphism of induced modules 
valid for any rational TP,-module V: 
Res rJ&O n Tp,, , (Ind$(V)) rIndTf;‘T(V). 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of (3.1), we have an iso- 
morphism 
Res Tp;’ cTp~,O,Tp~(Ind~(V))~Info(Ind~~,,~(V))~(Ind~’o”~p~(k)), I r 7 
where Info denotes the functor which inflates TL:-modules to (TP:)‘n TP:‘- 
modules. 
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PvooJ This is an easy consequence of the transitivity of induction, 
the tensor identity [CPS 4, (1.2.4)]. 
Let 
Do= U(Tp,jw (TP;)‘n TP:‘. 
The module Res (?‘;)” n TpF Ilo 
(I&$$- TP:(k)) is the injective hull of t 
trivial 8*-module. Thus we have r 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of (3.11, he ~0~~~~ 
is ipzjective. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. We let p&,;, Tp, denote the sum of t 
F = pTp;. Tp’3 its negative. r 
Evidently, we have, from (3.2): 




(In particular, (p’ - 1) 0 is a character of TL:.) 
Wow consider the structure of the module Res F::” n TP; (Ind TL.r (TP’?n TP; (k)), 
This module is simply the coordinate ring, =i[zi”], of Do kew 
TLL-module. The action of TL: is induced b ts conjugation action 
This k-algebra is generated by semi-invariants for T, whose weights 
negatives of the roots p whose corresponding root subgroup schemes are 
contained in 0”. 
Let TB, c TP, be a Bore1 subgroup scheme of TG, contained in Tp,. 
such it determines a system of simple roots, A. The three parabolic sub- 
group schemes determine three simple subsystems ii c 2’ c d”, res~ec~~v~~~. 
Clearly each element y in Z+ (d”“\d”‘) determines a distinct coset in X/ 
here CL is the root system of the Levi factor TL:. enote this coset [?I. 
y (2.2.1), we have a direct sum decomposition 
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In any case, the module ZZCO,(R) is the trivial submodule of R, and the 
module 171-C,r_ ijp,(R) is one dimensional. Thus by (3.2) we obtain 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. Under the hypothesis of (3.1), we have a direct sum 
decomposition 
In particular, the modules of fixed points given in (3.5) are TL:-module direct 
summands of Res $,Jo n TP, (Ind 2 ( V)). I r 
(3.9) Remark. The ring R is a local ring of the form k[ { xi}] where the 
{xi} are a suitable set of generators, and it is naturally a graded ring. The 
homogeneous components of R under this grading are invariant under the 
conjugation action of TL:. This gives rise to a second decomposition of R, 
R = @Ri, where Ri is the homogeneous component of degree i relative to 
the above grading. Each Ri has a decomposition analogous to (3.6), and 
the decomposition of R obtained from the decompositions of the R,‘s is a 
refinement of (3.6). One can use this to improve the decomposition (3.8). 
4. LIFTING, EXTENSIONS, AND FILTRATIONS 
(4.1) Lifting. If TL, is the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup scheme 
TP,, then it is also the Levi factor of TPZ. Thus we have two ways to 
inflate TL,-modules to modules for a parabolic subgroup scheme of TG,. 
Denote these inflation functors by Inf: JJ?~~, + A&, and Info: A&-~, -+ .A?+, 
respectively. 
The composition of inflation with induction is called lifting. If TP, c TP: 
are two parabolic subgroup schemes of TG,, we obtain two lifting functors 
A FE; : A%$.~, + A&; and (A’) F: : A&, + JZ%! rP;. When TP: = TG,, we 
denote these functors by /l,r and (A”)TL,, respectively. 
(4.2) Extensions. In this paragraph, we show that a large class of 
modules for TPY can be extended to rational modules for TG,. The exten- 
sions are not unique in general, but in one important special case, they are 
unique up to isomorphism. 
We let Q” = Ind$(k) and recall that Res$F(Qo) is the injective hull of 
the trivial U,;-module. 
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LEMMA. Let M be a rational TL,-module. Then the Tag-module, 
) N Info(M) 0 Q” can be extended to a rational Tag-module. 7’hi.s 
extension is not unique in general. 
ProoJ: By (Xl), ResF$(A,,(M)) -Ind$(M), so an extension is 
simply n TL,(W. 
Suppose 1 is an injective indecomposable TG,-module. The restriction of 
I to TPp is also injective since TG,/TPz is affine [CPS 5, (2.i), (4.5)]. %n 
general, it does not remain indecomposable. e write I= I, @ I, @ : .,.) I, 
where the Ii’s are injective indecomposable ra nal TP~-rnod~~es~ 
Suppose S is an irieducible rational TL,-module and Q,(S) is its injec- 
tive hulk Then0 Ind Tc( Q,(>)) is a rational injeciive TP~-rnod~~e. Since 
socle of Ind$2(QL(S)) = Q is contained in the space 
of this module, it follows from (3.5) that Sot 
Soc(&(S)) = Info(S), hence 
Ind$(Q,(S)) is the injective hull of Info(S). 
It follows that each of the modules L has an extension to a TG,-mo 
as at least two distinct extensions to a TG,-module 
is clear that examples where s > I occur in a.19 types of 
rank at feast two, hence the proof of the lemma is corn 
(4.22.) PROPOSITION. Let A4 be a finite dirne~s~~~~l rntiozal TL,-mod&. 
Let iuO~ X and Z= 2 + ZC,. If kf is Z-generated> then the T~~~rnod~~e 
I&$(M) has an extension to a rational T~~-mod~~e which is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Prooj Suppose V is a rational TG,-module with 
Res $( V) N l[nf “( 
(22.3) and (3.7), it follows that L?,(V) N Info(M)@ Socj 
an TL,-module we have a direct sum decomposition 
where Z’ is the complement of Z in X. If 6’ is a weight of the mo 
z(M), then the sum of 8 and any non-negative integer linear ~ornb~~a~io~ 
roots for root subgroups in U, is an element of Z’. Hence IT,(V) is 
in fact a TP,-submodule of V, and the quotient map V-+ 
homomorphism of TP,-modules onto ~~f*(~) @ Soc( 
mapping, we obtain a homomorphism of TG,-modules, 
homomorphism is injective on the U Tp~-socIe of V, hence it is injective. 
imension count shows it is surjective. 
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(4.2.3) COROLLARY. Every indecomposable rational injective TPF-module 
has an extension to a rational TG,-module, unique up to isomorphism. 
ProoJ This is clear from (4.2.2) and the fact that every indecomposable 
rational TL,.-module is Z-generated for some choice of Z = 1-t Z.Zc,. 
(4.3) Filtrations. In this paragraph, we generalize Jantzen’s filtration 
theorem [Jl, CPS 1, (1.5.1)]. 
(4.3.1) DEFINITION. Let TP, be a parabolic subgroup scheme in TG,. 
A rational TG,-module is TP,-injtictive if and only if Res$ V) is injective. 
Remark. Note the use of TPF in this definition! 
(4.3.2) PROPOSITION. Let TL, be the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup 
scheme TP, of TG,. A finite dimensional rational TG,-module V is TP,-injec- 
tive if and only if it has a PItration whose factors are isomorphic to modules 
of the form AT=,(J), where J is an indecomposable rational injective TL,- 
module. 
ProoJ Use induction on the number of indecomposable summands in 
Res g6( V). Since Resg,?( V) is injective, it can be written in the form 
Ind$(Q), where Q is a’rational injective TL,-module. Write Q as a direct 
sum of its indecomposable components: 
Q = Me, )(%3, . . . . Q,(&)“r), 
where Q,(ei)‘*) is the direct sum of ei copies of the injective hull, QL(O,), 
of InG&m, (ei) for some Bore1 subgroup scheme TB, c TP,. Choose the 
ordering on the weights in X so that the roots associated with TB, are 
negative. Define a partial ordering on X,&Y, as follows: for two cosets 
[A], [r] in X/ZL’,, say [A] ,( [r] if and only if q - 1 is congruent module 
ZC, to a sum C rnBB, where /I runs over the complement of A, in A, the 
coefficients ma are all non-negative, and mg > 0 for at least one p. This 
definition is easily seen to be equivalent to saying that the congruence class 
of q-II contains a sum of the form C r,y where y runs over the roots 
involved in UTp;, rY > 0 for all y, and r, > 0 for at least one y. Evidently, 
if i<q, then [A] < [r]. 
Now choose our notation so that 8, is maximal among the weights 
{@iI 1 did r} and the coset 8, + ZL’, is maximal among the cosets 
By (3.7), Res $z;( V) 2: Res $(Ind $( Q)) -N Q 0 &! for some TL,-module 
I@. Let M= (0 i,, Q,,(ei)@l)) 0 fi. For any root /I whose corresponding 
root subgroup scheme is contained in U,, any positive integer m > 0, and 
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any weight 6 in X, we have [O + ~$1 < [S] . Since tbe weights in 
lie in the coset [t?,], it follows that if < is a weight in 174~ and if 
a weight in Y, then 5 + rnp is a weight in M and is not a weigh 
Now it follows that A4 is a TP,-submodule of V, hence by univ 
ping, we have a homomorphism of TG,-modules h : Y-+ 
whose restriction to TP, factors through the surjection Y< 
implies that the composition of h with $he injection Ind;c( 
is injectiye on the U,?;-socle of Ind~(QL(O,)ceL)), hence 
Now the proof is complete by induction. 
We close this section by observing that in case TP, is a 
scheme of TG,, the above proposition coincides with Jantzen’s filtration 
theorem [Jl, CPS 1, (lS.l)]. After all, the characters of T are the 
inde~om~osable injective TL,-modules in that case. 
5. IRREDUCIBLE TG,-MODULES 
This section contains a brief study of the roperties of irreducible TG,- 
modules under restriction to its parabolic subgroup schemes. 
result is the analogue, for TG,, of the Smith theorem [Sm.]. (For 
result see [IX].) The second result (5.23) gives a bit more i~fo~~~ti~~ 
about the decomposition of these restrictions. 
(5.1) hOPOSITION. Let TP, be a parabolic subgroup scheme of T,~~~ 
S a rational irreducible TG,-module. Then the fixes’ point modules ff and 
s uTp~ are irreducible rational TPY-modules. Each is a direct s~rn~a~~ of the 
restkiction Resfz;(S). 
roof Clhoose 2 E Xsuch that there exists a non-zero 
= Ind$$(n). Then there is a ma 
S onto the socle of M., Let Z = /z i- 22,. 
IT,(M) = MUTp~ N Indz,, 7L,(i) 
an 
Res,,(W = n,(M) 0 
Z’ is the complement of Z in X Thus @ is a submodule of 
hence contains the socle, S’ of this mo e. Of course, S’ is an 
ible TL,-module. 
Suppose R is a non-zero submodule of SUTp!. T 
of Indzr, ,,(L), hence we have am injection 
A TL,Wd E: n TL, (A))~ But A&ndg;, ,,(2)) z Ind;%(.:ja), 
contains S. y (3.51, SuTpf c (A&R)JUTpf = R, he ce SuTpF is irreducible. 
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Now S”rp~ = MuTp~ n S = 17Z(M) n S = 17,(S), so we see that SuTp~ is a 
direct summand of Res,,(S), by (2.2.2). 
The result for SUTP; follows by duality if we apply (2.2.9). 
(5.2) Continue the notation of (5.1) in this paragraph. Let A be the 
simple system of roots associated with TBZ, 2 the subset of A associated 
with the Levi factor TL,. 
We begin with two lemmas on weights. 
(5.2.1) LEMMA. Let 5: be a weight such that (4, /I? ” ) 2 0 for every /3 E d”. 
Then there exists a Weyl chamber C* such that 
(i) the closure of C* contains 5; 
(ii) if A * is the simple system of roots associated with C*, then every 
element /I cd” is positive relative to the ordering on X determined by A*. 
Prooj Suppose C’ is any chamber whose closure contains 5. Let A’ 
denote its associated simple system of roots. Let Ai denote the fundamental 
weights in X relative to A’, i.e., the weights ;I; satisfy (A;, q ” ) = 6,, for y, 
q E ,A’. Since 5 lies in the closure of C’, it is a non-negative integer linear 
combination of weights 2;. Let A’(5) = (y E A’ 1 (5, y ” ) # 0}, and let A” be 
its complement in A’. Write d” = d”, u 4”*, where a2 = d” n ZA” and d”, is the 
complement of a2 in d”. Observe that C n ZA” = C n QA” is a root system 
containing the root subsystem Z” in C generated by A”. Since Zn QA” has 
the same rank as Z”, it follows that the two are one and the same. 
Suppose /I Ed” is negative relative to A’. If we write /!I = CYsd, n,y, and 
5 = Cycd, m,,Aj, then we have 
<4,P”>= C ny(II~l12/ll~l12)my~0. 
YEA’ 
But nY d 0 and m, 3 0 for all y E A’, hence we have /3’ E 4”*. 
The ordering on the root system of G which defines the positive system 
Z+ associated to A induces an ordering on ZA” and E:” nZ’+ is the 
positive system in Z” relative to this ordering. This positive system contains 
4”*, since Z+ contains d”. If 0 is the positive system of roots in ,Y’ defined 
by A”, then there is an element w of the parabolic subgroup IV of W 
generated by the reflections associated with the roots in A” such that 
wO=Z”nC+. Let C* = WC’, and A* = WA’. 
Since each of the reflections in A” stabilizes 5, w stabilizes <, so the 
closure of C* contains [. Next, we claim d” is positive relative to A*. To see 
this, consider the set of roots Z’+ positive relative to A’. If we write 
iY+ = (C’-t \P) v 0, 
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then 
WC’ + = w(z’+\q v wo = (C’+\Cn) v WQ, 
since .ti stabilizes the set C’+ \Z’ (it is the set of roots for the unipotent 
radical of a parabolic subscheme of TG, whose Levi factor kas root system 
EC”; this unipotent group is stabilized by IV’). Now w&I contains a,. If 
,13~d”~, then we have /?=CyEd, n,y where YI, 80 for all y and JZ~ > 0 for 
some y in A’([). In particular, p EC’+\C”. Thus 2, c Z’+\C”, and we get 
dC W.Z’+, completing the proof. 
(5.22) LEMMA. Let 5 be a weight such that (5, fi ” ) 2 
Let y be dominant in the orbit Wt, and L(y) the simple G-module for which 
there is a TB,-homomorphism L(y) + y. If0 # t is a weight in L(y) which lies 
in <+I&?, then O+<+Z+d”. 
Proof. ILet C* be the chamber constructed in (5.2.1). Since 5 lies in the 
closure of C*, every weight in L(y) has the form 5 -C mVv, where v runs 
over the roots in the simple system A* associated with C*, and m,,>,O for 
each VE A*. 
If 8 is such a weight, and 6 E 5 + Z+d”, then we have an equation 
5- C m,v=t+ x n,B, 
VEA’ BE2 
where m, > 0 for all v and n,> 0 for all /I. Cancelling < from both si 
yields an equation which is impossible because d” is a set of positive roots 
relative to A *. 
above, we let y be dominant relative to the pie system A, and 
as e 5 E Wy satisfies (t, p ” ) 2 0 for each p E 3. 
simple TL,-module with a non-zero TB, n TX,-ho 
L,(t) the simple L-module with a non-zero B n L-h 
where B is the Bore1 subgroup scheme of 6 containing 
factor of G whose intersection with TC, is TL,. The main result in this 
section is 
OPOSITION. Under the above conditions, 
(i) LL(t) is a section of Res,(L(y)), 
and 
(ii) LrL,(5) is a section of R~Fs,~ (LTG,(y)) provided y is r-restricted. 
Proof Eet h4= L(y), Al,= LTG,(y), and Z= 4 + 
Reshow = MAW 0 nA 
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and 
By (5.2.2), no weight in 17,(M) (resp. 17,(M,)) lies in < + Z+d”. Thus if 
v is a non-zero vector in the one-dimensional t-weight space of M (resp. 
M,), then kv is a submodule for B” n L (resp. TBY n TL,). If V,(l) is the 
Weyl module for L with high weight t relative to B” n L, and if V&r) is 
the Weyl module for TL, with high weight 5 relative to TBY n TL,, then 
we have non-zero homomorphisms 
and 
This completes the proof. 
6. LIFTING COHOMOLOGY 
Let TP, c TP: be parabolic subgroup schemes of TG,, and TL, the Levi 
subgroup scheme of TP,. Let a E X, Z= 1+ ZL’, and F a ZX‘,-stable 
subset of r= u(< + ZL’,), where the disjoint union r extends over all 
cosets t + ZC, with 5 = 2 + (p’- 1) pTp,, Tp; + C r,cI and a runs over the 
roots of U,; for each CI, assume ra > 0. 
Our main result in this section is a vanishing theorem for certain Ext 
groups, (6.2). As a consequence, this theorem yields a reciprocity theorem 
for Ext relative to the lifting functor AZ, (6.5), a lifting theorem for Ext 
relative to the same functor, (6.6), and, as a corollary, a theorem which 
shows that the Ext cohomology of certain induced modules on TL, 
transfers via lifting to the Ext cohomology of the corresponding induced 
modules for TG,, (6.7). 
(6.1) LEMMA. The jiinctor M t+ MUTpr from A&.; to A&, is the left 
adjoint of the lifting functor ATz. 
Proox Let M be a rational TPL-module, N a rational TL,-module. By 
reciprocity [CPS 4, (1.2.2)], 
Hom,;(M, n;?(N)) N Hom,pr(Res,(M), inf(N)). 
Let IT: TP, -+ TL, be the canonical homomorphism of TP, onto its Levi 
factor. Then UTp, is the kernel of 17 and Inf(N) = D*(N) is the restriction 
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of N to P, through 17. The left adjoint of D* is the functor 
defined for rational TP,-modules fi. Hence 
(6.2) THEOREM. If Q is a Z-generated rational injective ~~~-rn~d~~e, and 
M is a rational T?:-module, F-generated relative to TL,, then for each n > 0, 
Ext”,,pf, AgJQ)) = 0. 
ProoJ: By reciprocity, it suffices to show that, for each n >O, 
Ext”,r(M, Inf(Q)) = 0. We construct an injective resolution of ) as a 
TB,-module as follows. For any rational EL,-module, 181, there exact 
sequence 
0 -+ Inf(N) -+ Indzr(N) = Inf(N) 63 Q(k) + Inf(N) @ (Q(k)/k) -+ 0, 
where Q(k)=Ind$,(k) is the canonical extension to 
hull of the trivial UTPr module. By iterating this const 
resolution of Inf( Q): 
of the injective 
on, we obtain a 
)-+Inf(Q)@Q(k) + ... -+Inf(Q)@(Q(k)/k)@E% 
The general term of this resolution is a TP,-module induced from an 
injective 7X,.-module, hence it is an injective resolution for M(Q). 
A second application of reciprocity shows that the grsu 
Ext”,r(M, Inf(Q)) are computed as the cohomology of a complex whose 
nth term is Hom,,(M, Inf(Q))@ (Q(k)/k)@“. show that this complex 
vanishes in terms of positive degree under our 
observe first that, for n > 0, a typical weight in Inf( Q) @ ( 
the form 6 -C my y where y runs over the roots of UrP,, BE Z, 
f the coefficients my is positive. 
is the sum of the roots in UO,, = U 
The projective envelo 
The surjective homomorphism (of ~~~~~-rnod~les), 
through M. Since MU”,, is the cosocle of M as a r 
u;Lf, factors r 
e, it follows 
maps surjectively onto A4. Consequently, each weight of M has t 
+ (p’- I) pFP,, ,;--C nab where q E rY fl runs over the roots 
0 < IZ~ < pr for each fl. By our hypothesis on F, each weight in 
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M lies in a coset of the form A + C r,cx - C n8P + ZZ,, where CI runs over 
the roots in UTP,, r, > 0 for each a, and j3, ng are as above. 
If h : M+ inf(Q)@ (Q(k)/k)@” is a non-zero homomorphism for some 
n > 0, then the domain and range have a common weight. This yields an 
equation of the form 
(6.2.1) 
with 8, FEZ, y and c( roots of U,, m,aO, r,>O for each y, and c1 and 
C nap as above. Since the negatives of the roots p are among the roots of 
u TP,, (6.2.1) yields an equation 
c miy=O mod ZZ,, (6.2.2) 
where y runs over the roots of U, and at least one coefficient ml is 
positive. This is impossible, hence any such homomorphism must be zero. 
Q.E.D. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. With the notation of (6.2), let M be a rational TG,- 
module F-generated relative to TL,. Then for each n > 0, 
E%,W, AdQ)) = 0. 
ProoJ: Take TP: = TG, in (6.2). 
(6.4) We continue to use the notation of (6.2) in this paragraph and the 
next. If N is any Z-generated rational TL,-module, then (3.5) shows that 
its lift, A;:(N), satisfies 
hence A-$(N) is ((p’ - 1) pTP,, rP; + Z)-generated relative to TL,, hence it 




The lift A;z(Q) of Q to TP: is an injective object in 
(6.5) The result in (6.2) is stronger than the statement of the above 
corollary for it shows that A Fz(Q) is acyclic for the functor 
Hom,,;(M, - ). From this and (6.1), we obtain a reciprocity theorem for 
the lifting functor A F$. 
THEOREM. If N is a Z-generated rational TL,-module, and M is a 
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rational TP:-module, F-generated relative to TL,, then for each n > 8 there 
is an isomorp~ism 
Proof. Let 0 + N + Q, + Q, . . . be a minimal rational injective resolu- 
tion of N. The terms, Qi, in this resolution are Z-generated. Since the lifting 
functor is exact, we obtain a resolution of A;::(N): 
This resolution is acyclic for the functor Horn, 
(M, ATPi( are obtained as the cohomology of the complex 
, AFz( Q.)) which by (6.1) is isomorphic to the c kX 
ch,’ Q.1. .D. 
(6.6) As a corollary of this reciprocity theorem we obtain a transfer 
theorem for Ext. 
Suppose N and N’ are Z-generated rational Tag-modules. For 
each n > 0, there is an isomorphism 
Ext$JN, N’) ‘y Ext”,,;(A$,(Nj, A$(N’)). 
ProoJ By (6.5) the right side is isomorphic to ~xt~~,((A~(N~)~,~~, N’).
y (II), Ax(N) E NON” where N” is Z’-generated and Z’ ls the 
complement of 2 in X. Hence, since the kernel of the map AK:(N) -+ 
(A ~rWNu, is contained in N”, we have N N n,( jA~r(N))u, 1. Since for 
any Z-generated module V, Ext”,,( V, N) = Ext”,JN, Y) = 0 for all n > 8, 
we have 
completing the proof. 
(4.1) Now let TB, be a Bore1 subgroup SC eme of TG, contained in W,. 
Since 
we have the 
COROLLARY. Let 13 3 q mod ZC,. Then for each n 20 there is an 
isomorphism 
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In particular, we have isomorphisms for each n 3 0 
ExGL,W~,,r(~)~ Indz, TL,(~)) N Ext”,rW~~;(4, Ind?g;(u)). 
ProoJ: Both Indz, TL,(l) and Indg;, TL,(yl) are Z-generated, so apply 
(6.6). 
(6.8) Remark. We have used above the fact that if Z and 2 are 
disjoint Z,XL-stable subsets of X and if ME J&-~,(Z), NE k&(z), then 
Ext’&(M, N) = 0 for all y1> 0. This follows easily from the definition of 
Z-generated modules. To see it, observe first that M has a Z-generated 
injective resolution. Why? If Q is any injective TL,-module containing M, 
then M c Uz(Q) and since 17,(Q) is a direct summand of Q it is 
also an injective TL,-module. Now for any choice of A4, N as above, 
Hom,,(M, N) = 0 since the two modules have no weights in common. 
A direct computation of Ext”,r(M, N) using the Z-generated injective 
resolution gives the vanishing. 
(6.9) The Bore1 subgroup scheme TB, c TP, defines an ordering on the 
weights of T. We assume that the positive roots relative to this ordering lie 
in the opposite Bore1 subgroup scheme TBF. Let A, denote the simple 
system of roots for the Levi factor TL, of TP, relative to this ordering, and 
A the full system of simple roots relative to TBY. 
Let [A] > [q] denote the partial ordering on the cosets of X/ZL’, 
defined in paragraph (4.3). 
(6.9.1) LEMMA. Let A4 be a [Al-generated rational TL,-module, and N 
an [VI-generated rational TL,-module, each filtered by modules induced 
from TL, n TB,. Zf Ext&(n,,(M), A&N)) is non-zero, then [A] > [q]. 
ProoJ: The hypothesis implies there must be induced module sections 
Ind F:;(e), Ind g;(z) of n TL,(M) and ,4 TL,(N), respectively, for which 
Ext &JInd ;z(e), Ind T;;(r)) is non-zero. By [CPSl, Proposition (1.5.6)], it 
follows 0 > r hence [fJ] 3 [z] also. 
(6.9.2) COROLLARY. If M and N above are rational injective TL,- 
modules, and Ext’,,,(n,,(M), .4,,(N) #O, then [A] > [II]. 
ProoJ In any case [A] 3 [r]. If [A] = [r], then transfer implies 
ExtFGr(/i TL,(M), n&N)) = 0, hence we must have strict inequality. 
Now we apply (2.3). For each coset [A], let Y”(n) (resp. Y”(n)) 
denote the set of irreducible modules for TG, whose high weights v] 
satisfy [r] d [A] (resp. [q] < [A]). Let 7<rn, (resp. t,r,,) denote the 
functor which assigns to each rational TG,-module N its unique maximal 
submodule 7 s CI.l(N) (rev. 7 < ci.lW)) lying in J@&(~P(~)) 
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(resp. AA&(Y-(A))). Recall from (4.3) that if M is a finite dimensional 
TP,-injective module, then it4 has a filtration whose factors are of the form 
A 
(I$?; 
here Q is an indecomposable njective TL,-module. Let 
)) denote the multiplicity of A,,( ) in such a filtration. 
(69.3) PROPOSITION. If M is a finite dirnens~o~a~ TP,-injective rafionai 
%,-module, then rGcr,(N) and zCc,,(M) are also TP,-injective. If 
is any indecomposable [q]-generated rati al injective ~~~-rnod~~e and 
if Crl G CJwl, then (M/T.~~.,(W : ATL, ))=O. U” Crl = CJYL then 
) : ATL,(Q)) = 0. Further, .the qu nt z<[j.](“)/7<[AJ(M) is d: 
direct sum of lifts of indecomposable [2]-generated rational injective Tk,- 
modules. 
Pro05 Let [A] be minimal so that ther 
generated rational injective T&-module 
be rational TP,-injective submodules of 
(6.92) it follows that the extension 0 -+ S --+ P -+ A,, 
we may assume 5 G CA-I(M) contains a submodule L is 
Ow ’ < [ijC”IL) = z < [A]C”)iL3 so the theorem holds for an 
induction, hence it holds also for [A] and M. 
Now suppose [A] is not minimal, and for some coset [q] x [A] there 
is an [VI-generated indecomposable rational injective T’k,-module 
with (M : A&Q’)) # 0. By induction, we may 
true for M and [q], in particular z 
z < ta](i%B) c z -c [j.]t”)9 and as above we con 
induction to the TP,-injective module M/z G c 
(69.4) Remarks. In case TP, = TB, is a 
above proposition then gives a partial desc 
module sections of TB,-injective m 
CA] reduce to single weights 1, and for a 
section z C cj.l(“P/z -c [i.]l”) 
in a filtration of M by induced modules. 
7. TRANSLATIQN AND EIFTENG 
is section we develop Jantzen’s translation functor [JI ] in the con- 
text of reductive group schemes and their non-reduced subgroup schemes 
in order to apply his theory to the parabolic subgroup schemes of TG,. T 
connection between the translation functor and lifting is discussed later i 
this section (7.3); simply stated, under certain conditions, “translation com- 
mutes with lifting.” Combined with the results of ection 6, this co~~cct~~~ 
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gives a way of understanding some of the extensions produced so easily by 
the translation functor. 
(7.1) TRANSLATION. Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined and 
split over the prime subfield k, of k, the central product of a torus 2 with 
a semisimple algebraic group G over k. Let F be a maximal split torus of 
G, and T= pn G a maximal split torus of G. Let SF denote the system of 
hyperplanes which are used to define the dot action of the afhne Weyl 
group. That is, the equations of the hyperplanes in Y? are 
for CI E 2-, n an integer, and x E E = R@ X. A hyperplane H in 2 
orthogonal to a coroot CI” will be called an a-hyperplane. The affine Weyl 
group generated by the reflections in the hyperplanes 2’ is denoted W*. 
Define an equivalence relation on X(p) by calling two characters 8, z of 
Fequivalent (written l3 3 r) if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
Res,(O) = Res,(z), (7.1.la) 
Res,(B) E W, . (Res.(r)). (7.1.lb) 
The homomorphism n : 2 x T --+ T which sends a pair (z, t) in 2 x T to 
its product in F is surjective. If K is its kernel, then there is an exact 
sequence of abelian groups 
O-+X(~)+X(Zx T)-+X(K)+O. 
Let W = NJ T)/T= NG( T)/T be the Weyl group of G. Since Z is central in 
6, the action of W on T extends to an action of W on Z x T which stabi- 
lizes K and for which rr is equivariant. The dot action of W on X(T) 
extends in the usual way to an action of W, on X(F). 
If 8 is a character of Z, its inverse image r-‘(O) under the restriction 
homomorphism, Res : X(F) + X(Z), is W, stable. To see this, observe that 
if CI is a root, its restriction to Zn T is the trivial character. Hence each 
root a of G has a unique extension E to a character of T which is trivial 
on Z. Thus for any 5 E ZZ; and any character I/, of p, Ic/ + Res,(<) = 
Res,($), so r-‘(O) is W,-stable, and we have 
(7.1.2) LEMMA. The afine Weyl group W, of G has an action on X(F) 
which extends its dot action on X(T) and which stabilizes each class of the 
equivalence relation defined in (7.1.1). 
Now let A be an alcove relative to 9 in E, whose closure contains -p. 
We have 
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(7.1.3) LEMMA. Let j : X(T) -+ X(T) be the restriction hornornorp~js~~~ 
Then j-‘(2 n X(T)) is a complete set of representatives for the equivalence 
relation (7.1.1). 
ProoJ Let r be an equivalence class for the relation (7.1.1). Then r is 
Wa-stable for the action introduced in (7.12). Since A TY X(T) is a co 
set of representatives for the action of u/, on X(T), r n j-‘(2 n 
non-empty. If 8, %’ in j-‘(An X(T)) are equivalent then 
es,(%‘) and Res,(%) and Res,(%‘) are conjugate un CI. It folIows 
es,(%) = Res.(%‘), hence since T= ZT, % = 8’. 
(7.1.4) DEFINITION. Assume that A is an alcove containe 
nant region X+(T). For each I/I in j-‘(dnX(T)), we let [ 
equivalence class of $ under the relation (7.1.1). A finite dime~s~~~aI 
rational G-module Y belongs to $ if and only if the high weight of each of 
its composition factors lies in [11/l. An infinite dimensional rational 
g-module belongs to $ if and only if all its finite dimensio~aI submo 
do. Denote by Ati the full subcategory of the category of rational 
G-modules whose objects are the rational G-modules belonging to $. 
If two of the three modules in an exact sequence of rational G- UkS 
belong to $, then so does the third. Moreover &$ is closed under direct 
sums. If ( Vj}i,l is a family of submodules of a rational g-module I’ whose 
members belong to II/, the so does xi V,. Thus eaeh rational G-module V 
contains a unique maximal submodule V, which belongs to $. 




Proof If Jb #I’, and i, A’ E j-‘(2 n X(T)), then the objects of dj. lie in 
blocks distinct from those in A;... This follows from 
and completes the proof. 
(7.1.6) Remark. The analogue of (7.1.4) for rational !&,-mod 
makes sense, and the above result holds equally well in this sit~atiQ~~ 
(7.1.7) Following Jantzen [Jl], for any two characters $, q 
j- ‘(A n X(T)), we shall define a fun&or T: : A, -+ 4, as follows: if t 
characters of F lie in the same W-orbit under the standard action of 
then they have the same restriction to Z, hence, in particular, there is a 
unique weight 6 in W(q - $) whose restriction to T is dorn~~a~t. &et E be 
the simple c-module with high weight 6. If A4 E &!&, we set 
T;(M) = (MO Ej,. (7,1.4.1) 
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This defines an exact functor T $ : && --f kV. The functors T$ and Tf are 
mutually adjoint since, as in [JS, Lemma 7.6, p. 2861, we have 
(7.1.8) LEMMA. If VE &?$ and V’ E A,, , then there is a natural 
isomorphism 
Hom(T$( V), V’) N Hom( V, Tf( I”)). 
Proof: If 0 is the unique weight in W(q - +) whose restriction to T is 
dominant, and if wO is the longest element in W, then -w,8 is the weight 
in W(tj - q) whose restriction to .T is dominant. The simple module of high 
weight -woe, E”, is the dual of E. Since there are no non-zero 
homomorphisms between modules lying in different blocks, we can now 
conclude the proof as in [JS, Lemma 7.5, p. 2851. 
The maps E : V-t T$T$( V) and so : TtiTV V $( ) + V which correspond to 
the identity map T$( V) --P T$( V) can bl realized in the following simple 
way. Since E and E* are dual modules, the tensor product EQ E* contains 
a unique trivial submodule and has a unique trivial quotient. Thus E is 
the composition of the injection V-+ V@ EC3 E* with projection on the 
summand TtT$( V) while so is the composition of the injection 
T$T$( V) -+ V@ E@k* with the map V@ EO E* -+ V. 
(7.1.9) Remark. We use exactly the same definition of translation for 
the category of rational pG,-modules. When the weight B is restricted, the 
module E remains simple on restriction to FG,, for each r = 1,2, . . . . The 
possible cases in which 0 is not restricted are contained in the 
LEMMA. Let 8 be a dominant weight such that (0, a” ) Gp’ for all 
positive roots CI. If b’ is not r-restricted, then there exists a simple root p and 
an r-restricted weight z EZ(A\{/?}) with tl =pi,+ z, where 2, is the 
fundamental dominant weight corresponding to /l. 
Proof: The proof is a simple calculation. Let A’ denote the set of simple 
roots B with (8, /I ” > =p’. Then we may write 8 =p’< + z where r is an 
r-restricted weight in Z(A\A’), and < =CPEdl A,. 
If y, y’ E d’, let d” be the set of simple roots contained in A which define 
the smallest indecomposable root system whose simple system of roots 
contains y and y’. If d” = @I,, &, . . . . /I,>, then y” = /31 + & + ... s /Ir is 
a root in Z, and one easily computes (8, y”” ) >p’( (5, 7”” )) > 
p’( (A, + &, y” ” )) >p’, a contradiction. 
(7.2) Jantzen’s Lemma and Induced Modules. The results of this 
section are due essentially to Jantzen [J4, cf. Lemma 31. They have been 
used by Andersen in [A2]. Continue notation of the previous section and 
in addition, let g t-+ g denote the usual homomorphism from W, onto W. 
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If ;1, p are weights of T and g E W,, then 
g.(a + /A) = g.;l f gp, (7.21) 
where g.( ) denotes the dot action and g( ) denotes the standard action. 
This ws immediately from the definitions of the actions. L 
(resp. ;) denote the stabilizer of 1* in Wa (resp. W) relative to 
action, and ul,,, (resp. WA) the stabilizer of /z in 
the standard action. 
Now suppose $, y lie in j- ‘(a n X(T)), and il E 
here with the translation of Ind%(a) to Aq. If E is 
whose high weight lies in W(y - q), then 
e are concehne 
is a direct summand of Indz(A @ Res &E)). Since induction from I to 
FG, is exact, Indz(i@ Res,(E)) has a filtration whose factors are 
induced modules. By [Jl, p. 1831 or [J2, Section 3] it follows that 
T$(Indz(lV)) does also. The induced modules involved can be represented 
by a formal sum 
where P(E) denotes the set of weights in E relative to p, ~$0 - iv) is the 
multiplicity of 0 - A as a weight in E, and the sum indicates the mu1 
of the induced modules which appear as factors in the filtration. 
itself does not describe any particular underlying structure for the 
T$(Indz(IZ)) beyond the existence of such a filtration. 
From (7.2.1) it follows that 
Wh, I stabilizes the set k + P(V) for any G -module V. (7.23) 
There are certain cases in which W;,, acts transitively on t 
Wa.q n (2 -t P(E)); this is the importance of Jan&en’s lemma: 
(7.2.4) LEMMA (Jan&en [J4, Lemma 3, p. 1291). Let %? be an alcove, 
,?E %’ a weight, p a dominant weight, and z = /I + v a wei 
that z E G??-. If v’ is a weight in Ind$$p) such that .a+ V’ E 
an element w c W,, with w.z=A+v’, andv’E Wp= 
(7.25) Remarks. (i) In the situation of (7.2.41, the weights in 
( W,.Z) n (a + P(Indg(p))) all occur with multiplicity one. 
(ii) All such weights lie in 10 L(p) where L(p) is the irre 
c-module with high weight p. 
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(7.2.6) COROLLARY. Suppose gE W,, A=g.$, %=g.r], and $,YE 
j-‘(6 n X(T)). Then 
[T$(Ind&A))] = 1 [Indg;(w.B)]. 
WE w;,pyg*n Was . > 
In particular, each induced module Ind z(w. 0) occurs with multiplicity 
one as a factor of a filtration of T%(Indz(A)) whose factors are induced 
modules. 
ProoJ First observe that 6’ - A= g. v -g. $ = g(q - ti) E W(q - @), and 
0 is a weight of A@ E where E is the simple &module whose high weight 
lies in W(r -A). Now the result follows from (7.2.2) and (7.2.4). 
(7.2.7) Remark. In the corollary above, let 4 be the dominant weight in 
W(t,b -r]). If CJ~ is not r-restricted, then the module E does not remain 
irreducible on restriction to TG,. It follows that the translation 
T$(Indg;(R)) may split into a direct sum of modules each of which is 
filtered by induced modules. If, however, F, P’ are facets with F’ c F, and 
if {II/, v} c Fu F’, then the module E does remain irreducible on restriction 
to FG, and any splitting of the translation T$(Indgg;(i)) does not occur for 
this trivial reason. 
(7.3) Translation and Lifting. We now return to our original setup, 
where G is a semisimple group defined and split over k,, the prime subfield 
of k. Let TB, be a Bore1 subgroup scheme of TG, contained in a parabolic 
subgroup scheme TP, of TG,. 
Let A be the simple system of roots associated with TBF, and A, the 
simple system, contained in A, which generates the root system zL of the 
Levi factor TL, of TP,. 
Let &’ denote the system of hyperplanes which defines the usual system 
of facets and alcoves of the affine Weyl group Wl? of C. Recall that the 
equations of these hyperplanes are 
<x + P, a v > = rp, (7.3.1) 
where r is an integer, p is the characteristic of k, and p is the half-sum of 
the positive roots in z. Let &$, denote the subset of S consisting of those 
hyperplanes determined by the roots CI E ,Y;,. Let W;” be the subgroup of 
W, generated by the reflections in the elements of zL. 
Write T= ZT’, where T’ = T n L’ is the maximal split torus in L’ con- 
tained in T, L’ is the semisimple part of the Levi factor L of the parabolic 
subgroup P associated with TP,, and Z is the center of L. Let p’ denote 
the half-sum of the positive roots in zL, relative to A,. If p” = CaEdL;la is 
the sum of the fundamental dominant weights associated with the simple 
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roots in A,, then p’ = p + 8, where t3 is an integral linear ~ornbi~ati~~ of
the weights (A,I/~EA\A~). S ince the weights in this set are ort 
every coroot a” for u in C,, we have 
(v+p’,~“)=(v+p,.“)=(~+P,~“) (7.32) 
@ X(T), and TV in C,. In particular, 
(13.3) LEMMA. The system of hyperplanes 2L coincides with the system 
of hyper~ia~es determined from the root system C, relative to L in the usual 
way. 
More important is this 
(73.4) COROLLARY. The action of W;’ on X(T) defiined as in (7.1) coin- 
cides with its action as defined by the rejlections ir, the hy-~er~~a~es of ZL, 
Proof: The action defined in (7.1) is given by 
s,,.~“=~-(I+p’,or”)a+rp~. 
ere (A + p’, CI” ) is computed by restricting i. + p’ to T’ and computin 
its composition with the coroot a “, whose image necessarily lies in T’. 
Now (7,3.2) yields the coincidence. 
Let A be the unique alcove in R@ X(T) wh closure contains -p and 
meets the set of weights dominant relative to ‘j!. Let A’ be the alcove in 
R 0 X(T) defined similarly relative to - Res,.(p’). ket $, q E A, and for 
some fixed gE WAL, let A=g.$ and Q=g.u, Next let $‘>$ be repre- 
sentatives in j- ‘(A’ n X( T’)) for the W;” orbits containing 1. and 0. 
Let f, denote the translation functor defined on (A!$& with values in 
(A%‘~~,)~, defined as in (7.2). The main result of this section is 
(7.33) THEOREM. If the stabilizer, W;,,, of R is contained in 
affine Weyl group of TL,, then there is an isomorp~~sm of T~~-mod~~es 
ProoJ By Iantzen’s lemma, (7.2.41, if E’ is the simple L-module whsse 
high weight 0’ satisfies the conditions ResTJO) is dominant an 
0’ E WL(q’ - I//), where WL is the Weyl group of k, then the weights in 
(A + (P(E’)) A W;=.q’ form a single orbit under the action of the stabilizer 
W,, of A. Since 1 and 0 lie in the closure of an alcove for the system of 
hyperplanes A?, they also lie in the closure of an alcove for the subsystem 
ence there is an element h in WiL wit @=h.q’ slnd ib=h.$‘. T 
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y’ and I,V lie in the closure of an alcove of &! and for some 
g’e Wh, $=g’.y and $‘=g’.$. 
Now ~=;1+(~-A)=A+h.tf-h.~‘=;1+fi(~‘-~’) so 0e(A+P(E’))n 
( W;“.y’). Since W;,i c WiL, it follows that the whole orbit (W&).0 lies in 
the set A+P(E’). 
Apply the main result (52.3) in Section 5. If 8” is dominant in W(r - tj), 
then the simple module E’ is a section of L(W). Thus we have TL,-sub- 
modules M c N c ResrL,(L(W’)) and an exact sequence 
O-+M+N-+E’-+O. 
Since the weights in the orbit ( W;,LA).O are all of multiplicity one 
in L@L(W’), it follows that these weights do not occur in either of 
the modules ;1 @M or i 0 (L(W’)/N). By Jantzen’s lemma, we obtain 
(IndFz(1) 0 M), = 0, and (Ind;:(i) Q (L(B”)/N)), = 0. Hence 
T$(Ind$(a)) = (IndFz(l3.O E’)), 
On the other hand, 
~TLr(T’J41nd~;, ,,(a))) = &Lr(W?$, TL,(a 0 E’)),r). (7.3.5.1) 
Since AT=, is additive, and (IndT$,:,,,(A@E’)),, is a direct sum of 
Ind % n TL, (A@E’), it follows that n,,(T’$(Ind$ &A))) is a direct 
summand of ilTLr(Indz, TL, (A @ E’)) N IndFg;(A 0 E’). But the lift on the 
right side of (7.3.5.1) has a filtration by induced modules, and these 
induced modules are exactly the modules Indg;(<) for t E ( W,,).B. Thus 
we have an inclusion from the module on the right side of (7.3.5.1) into the 
translation T$(IndTg;(;1)). Since the number of induced module sections is 
the same in both cases, this inclusion is an isomorphism. 
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